Abstract. Laurent [La] proved that filtrations associated with erased-word processes are of product-type. In his model, the words Wn = (Wn,1, . . . , W n,|n| ) at time n = −1, −2, . . . consist of independent letters Wn,i, i = 1, . . . , |n|. We extend this result to a more general class of processes; in particular, we drop the independence assumption. Our proof is based on the connection to exchangeable random structures and the use of de Finetti's theorem. This approach can also be used to obtain the Martin boundary for a class of Markov chains of randomly growing words.
Introduction and main results
Laurent [La] introduced erased-word processes and investigated their natural filtrations. An erased-word process generates a poly-adic filtration. Given any poly-adic filtration, there is a naturally occurring question: Is this filtration of product-type? A filtration is called of product-type, if it is (almost surely) generated by a sequence of independent RVs. Laurent proved that the poly-adic filtrations generated by erased-word processes are always of product-type. We will extend this result for the case of finite alphabets to a class of more general processes, called general erased-word processes. Before we give the definition of (general) erased-word processes, provide further motivation and state the main results, let us make a remark about the direction of time: Laurent's processes and filtrations are indexed by non-positive integers. For the constructions presented in this work it is more convenient to work with positive integers. So the objects of interest in [La] , filtrations indexed by −N 0 = {· · · , −2, −1, 0}, are replaced by backward filtrations indexed by N = {1, 2, . . . } (decreasing sequences of σ-fields). In this paper inclusion (and equality) of σ-fields and equality of random variables are always understood modulo P, where (Ω, A, P) is the underlying probability space on which all quantities are defined. It should be emphasized that the analyzed properties concerning filtrations are in fact about the filtered probability space (Ω, A, P, F), they are generally not invariant under change of measure. If F is generated by a stochastic process, the properties of F we are interested in depend on the law of the process generating F. Definition 1.1. Let A be a measurable space, the alphabet. A general erased-word process over A is a stochastic process (W, η) = (W n , η n ) n∈N such that for every n ∈ N: a) (W n , η n ) takes values in A n × [n + 1] where [n + 1] := {1, . . . , n + 1}. In particular W n = (W n,1 , . . . , W n,n ) is a random word of length n over A. b) The random variable η n is uniformly distributed on [n + 1] and independent of the σ-field F n+1 , where
is the σ-field generated by the future of (W, η) after time n. We abbreviate the term 'general erased-word process' to 'GEWP'. An erased-word process over some probability space (A, q) , where q is a probability measure on the measurable space A, is a GEWP (W, η) over A that has the additional property that for every n the random word W n consists of n letters that are iid with law q, so W n ∼ q ⊗n .
In this work we will study general erased-word processes over some finite alphabet A only. The backward filtration F = (F n ) n∈N generated by erased-word processes over some Lebesgue probability space (A, q) was the main object of interest in [La] . We believe that our extension of Laurent's result may be of interest, mainly as our method of proof is very different: The collection of all laws of general erased-word processes on a finite alphabet A carries the structure of a metrizable Choquet simplex, i.e. a metrizable compact convex subset in some locally convex vector space where every point has a unique representation as a mixture of extreme points. In section 2 we will describe this simplex by identifying its extreme points and give a concrete representation of every general erased-word process whose law is extremal. We will call extremal processes ergodic. We will achieve this by the following strategy: Let L be the space of all linear orders on N. We will identify the simplex of all laws of GEWPs over A with the simplex consisting of all exchangeable laws on the space A N × L. The latter simplex can easily be identified with the face in the simplex of exchangeable laws on (
In Section 3 we will use the representation of ergodic GEWPs worked out in Section 2 to obtain the analogue of Laurent's result for the corresponding filtrations: These filtrations are always of product type. One does not necessarily have to name a generating process of independent RVs in order to prove that a poly-adic filtration is of product-type: There are some well known properties equivalent to the productness of a poly-adic filtration, e.g. I-cosiness, that are sometimes easier to check. Laurent proved his result by the 'bare-hands' method ( [La], p.447, 12) , that is, he constructed a process of independent RVs and showed that it generates F. This construction, however, was not really explicit and used approximations combined with a limiting approach. To prove our theorem we will also provide a generating process of independent RVs, but it will arise naturally in an explicit form from the exchangeability point of view. In particular, no estimates are needed in the proof.
In Section 4 we will use our results concerning the space of laws of ergodic GEWPs to obtain a different kind of result: We will give a precise description of the Martin boundary associated to general erased-word processes. This shows a close resemblance to the results in [CE] . On this basis we will draw several detailed diagrams that can help to understand the construction used to prove the main theorem.
Before we state our results precisely, let us give some more background information about the kind of filtrations we are interested in. For now let F be the backward filtration generated by an arbitrary GEWP (W, η). Property c) yields that
since W n is a function of W n+1 and η n . Because η n is by definition (property b)) independent of F n+1 , F is an example of a poly-adic backward filtration, that is F n is generated by F n+1 and a random variable that is independent of F n+1 and uniformly distributed on a finite set. Since η n is uniformly distributed on a finite set with n + 1 elements, 'poly' is specified to 'n + 1' and F is called a (n + 1)-adic backward filtration. The process η is called a process of local innovations for F. There are some canonical questions attached to a poly-adic filtration with a given process of local innovations: i) Let F ∞ = ∩ n F n be the terminal σ-field of F. If every terminal event has probability zero or one, F ∞ is called trivial and F is called Kolmogorovian. Is F Kolmogorovian? ii) Property c) yields that
Since σ(η m : m ≥ n) does not depend on k ∈ N, one may want to take the supremum 'σ(η m : m ≥ n)∨' outside the intersection '∩ k '. Is this allowed? This question has been treated in [vW] in a very general setting. If F is Kolmogorovian we arrive at the question: Does η generate F? Of course 'generating' is to be understood in the time-reversed sense, i.e. η generates F iff F n = σ(η m : m ≥ n) for every n. If η generates F, then F is of product-type by η itself. iii) If F is Kolmogorovian and η does not generate F, one may want to know if F is at all generated by some sequence of independent RVs. So in this situation one may ask: Is F of product-type? One can show that every process of local innovations η * for an (r n )-adic backward filtration has to be a process consisting of independent RVs such that η * n is uniform on a set with r n elements and this set can always be mapped to [r n ]. Of course a generating process for F is a process of local innovations as well, so in the present situation F is of product-type iff there exists a process η * consisting of independent RVs and such that η * n is uniform on [n + 1] for every n. For erased-word processes over some Lebesgue alphabet (A, q) Laurent [La] showed that F is always Kolmogorovian, η does not generate F (as long as q is not degenerate), but: Theorem 1.2 ( [La] , Theorem 1). The backward filtration F generated by an erased-word process over some Lebesgue probability space is of product-type.
For some applications of Theorem 1.2 within the theory of poly-adic filtrations and additional overview of this area we refer the reader to [Le] .
The proof of Theorem 1.2 presented in [La] proceeds in several steps. At first the case that A is finite and q is the uniform distribution on A is considered. This result is then generalized to arbitrary erased-word processes over some Lebesgue alphabets using general theorems from the theory of classifications of filtrations initiated by A. Vershik. The proof of the first step in [La] relies heavily on the distribution of W n , which is unif(A n ). Our result will cover this first step as a special case.
We will now state our main results concerning filtrations, structures of simplices and Martin boundaries.
Product-type backward filtration for GEWPs. We want to generalize the result by Laurent for general erased-word processes over finite alphabets. By Kolmogorov's zero-one law, a necessary condition for a backward filtration to be of product type is that the filtration is Kolmogorovian. In general, not every GEWP generates a Kolmogorovian backward filtration. We call a GEWP, that does, ergodic. Theorem 1.3. The backward filtration F generated by an ergodic GEWP over some finite alphabet is of product-type.
From now on, we will fix a finite alphabet A and only consider GEWPs over A. Opposed to the proof presented in [La] , our proof of Theorem 1.3 makes no use of the concrete distributions of any word W n , n ∈ N: We will present a proof that works simultaneously for all ergodic GEWPs. Furthermore, different to [La] , we will not only prove existence of a generating process η * for F, but explicitly construct such a generating process and express W n as a measurable function from (η * n , η * n+1 , · · · ). The construction of the generating process η * uses some terminal features of the law of (W, η) that distinct its law from the laws of all other ergodic GEWPs. Theorem 1.3 will be proved in Section 3.
The space of ergodic laws. Before we prove Theorem 1.3, we will describe all GEWPs in the following sense: The law of a GEWP is a probability measure on the path space
which is considered as a compact metrizable topological space under the discrete product topology. Because of property c) every law of a GEWP over A is concentrated on the following subset
w n equals w n+1 with the a n -th letter erased , which is a compact subset. The space of all Borel probability measures on P A , denoted by M 1 (P A ) and endowed with the topology of weak convergence, is again a compact metrizable space. Define
µ is the law of a GEWP over the finite alphabet A}.
The space M consists precisely of those laws of processes that are Markov chains and share the same co-transition probabilities. General theory implies that M is a metrizable Choquet simplex and that a GEWP is ergodic iff its law is an extreme point of M. We will describe the set of extreme points of M (the space of laws of ergodic GEWPs), denoted by ex(M), up to homeomorphism and will see that it is a closed set. This will automatically describe the whole simplex M up to affine homeomorphism, since a Bauer simplex (metrizable Choquet simplex with a closed set of extreme points) is determined by the topology of its extremes, up to affine homeomorphism. Theorem 1.4 below yields this description. To formulate this, let us fix some further notation. For different real numbers x 1 , . . . , x n let π := π(x 1 , . . . , x n ) be the unique permutation of [n] such that 
We will prove Theorem 1.4 in Section 2 and use this result to prove Theorem 1.3 in Section 3.
Martin boundaries. The final Section 4 deals with the closely related topic from the area of limits of discrete structures and Martin boundaries. Let A * := k≥1 A k be the set of all non-empty words over A. Write |w| for the length of a word. For 1 ≤ k ≤ n and
consider the number of substrings (not only the contiguous ones) of length k of w that equal w and divide by n k :
−1 · 6, since w occurs six times as a substring of w: abaabbc, abaabbc, abaabbc, abaabbc, abaabbc, abaabbc.
The value θ(w , w) is the probability to obtain w if a uniform random substring of length k is chosen from w. The connection to GEWPs is as follows: Given a GEWP (W n , η n ) n∈N over A, the process (W n ) n∈N is a Markov chain with co-transition probabilities θ, so for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n, w ∈ A k and w ∈ A n with P(W n = w) > 0
( 1.1) holds. In fact for every Markov chain (W n ) n∈N of growing words with co-transitions given by equation
Associated to θ are the notions of Martin compactification and Martin boundary.
where cl(·) is the operation of taking closure in the topological space [0, 1] A * (equipped with product topology). One can prove that a sequence of words (
) converges in this space iff it finally stays constant or if the length converges to infinity and θ(w , w n ) converges for every w ∈ A * . In the latter case write θ(w , w ∞ ) := lim n→∞ θ(w , w n ). Call a sequence (w n ) n∈N that converges in the above sense and whose length goes to infinity θ-convergent. The Martin boundary of A * w.r.t. θ is any space homeomorphic to
The Martin boundary is always a compact metrizable space. Elementary topological considerations show that the set (1.3) consists precisely of the set of all limit functions θ(·, w ∞ ) for θ-convergent sequences. In Section 4 we will describe the Martin compactification of A * w.r.t. θ and interpret the construction and main result about the backward filtration F graphically. The description is obtained as follows: To every word w = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) ∈ A n attach the probability measure
, where δ x is the Dirac measure concentrated at the point x. Given any alphabet A = {a 1 , . . . , a m } and a probability measure ρ on A × [0, 1] we will visualize ρ w (and thus w) by drawing the set of points
Example. Consider the alphabet A = {a, b}, the probability measure
and the word w = (a, b, a, a, a, b, b, a, b 
the set Im(ρ) ⊂ R 2 is a straight line between the origin (0, 0) and the point (0.5, 0.5). The probability measure ρ w on A × [0, 1] assigns probability 1/9 to each of the points (a, 1/9), (b, 2/9), (a, 3/9), . . . , (b, 9/9), so the set Im(ρ w ) consists exactly of the 10 points:
The resulting pictures are given in Fig 1. In general, given an alphabet A = {a 1 , . . . , a m } of m enumerated letters and a word w ∈ A n , the set Im(ρ w ) can be constructed by starting in (0, 0) and reading the word w from left to right. If one sees the i-th letter of the alphabet one takes a step of length 1/n along the i-th unit vector in R m . The point where this walk will stop is exactly the vector (α 1 , . . . , α m ) ∈ R m where nα i equals the total number of occurrences of the i-th letter in the word w. In [CE] a very similar question concerning the description of Martin boundaries has been investigated. The authors considered a finite alphabet A = {a 1 , . . . , a m } and built the set A n consisting of words over A where every letter occurs exactly n times, so A n ⊆ A nm . Then they defined a Markov chain X = (X n ) n∈N with P(X n ∈ A n ) = 1 by starting with X 1 uniform on A 1 and given X n = w = (w 1 , . . . , w nm ) ∈ A n selecting m of the nm + 1 gaps in w uniform at random and then inserting in a uniform order each of the letters in A exactly one time into these chosen gaps. The Markov chain X induces a system of co-transition probabilities, ψ, on A * = n∈N A n that are very similar to θ: Given w ∈ A n+1 choose a random substring of length nm conditioned on every letter in A occurring exactly n times. For ρ ∈ C even (A) define the Borel probability measure ρ i (·) := mρ({a i } × ·) on [0, 1]. Then the map ρ → (ρ 1 , . . . ρ m ) clearly yields a bijection from C even (A) to the set describing the Martin boundary in [CE] . The method these authors used to obtain the description is very similar to our approach and was used before in [EGW] and [EW] , each dedicated to the description of certain Martin boundaries as well.
We will take a look at three examples, each over the alphabet A = {a, b}. All examples will be specified by introducing ρ ∈ C({a, b}) and drawing Im(ρ) and some independent simulated pictures for realizations of W n for n = 80 which are simulated with parameter ρ as in Theorem 1.4. Example 1. The erased-word process over ({a, b}, unif({a, b}) ). In the sense of Theorem 1.4 this process is represented by
One has Im(ρ) = {(t/2, t/2) : t ∈ [0, 1]}. See Figure 2 . 
Exchangeability and the description of ergodic laws
Let L be the set of all linear orders on the natural numbers N. For l ∈ L write i l j iff i is w.r.t. l smaller than j. Let pr n (l) be the restriction of l to the set [n] . Denote by L n the set of all linear orders on [n], so pr n (l) ∈ L n for every n ∈ N. Endow L with the metric Proof. The law of any random linear order L on N is determined by the law of (pr n (L )) n∈N . Since the action of S n to L n via iπlj :⇔ π −1 (i)lπ −1 (j) is transitive, πL ∼ L for every π ∈ S ∞ implies that pr n (L ) has the uniform distribution on L n for every n. So if there exists a S ∞ -invariant law on L, it has to be unique. The random linear order L constructed from the sequence U 1 , U 2 , . . . is S ∞ -invariant by exchangeability of (U i ) i∈N .
Call the unique S ∞ -invariant law on L the uniform linear order on N and denote it by unif(L). The following lemma is 'folklore' and follows easily from the representation of unif(L) given in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 2.2. Let L ∼ unif(L).
(1) For every i ∈ N the limit U i := lim n→∞ n −1 #{k ∈ [n] : kLi} exists almost surely and U = (U i ) i∈N is a sequence of iid RVs that are uniform on [0, 1] . Almost surely iLj ⇔ U i < U j for every i, j ∈ N.
(2) Let S n be the unique permutation with iLj ⇔ S −1 n (i) < S −1 n (j) for every i, j ∈ [n]. Define η n := S −1 n+1 (n+1) for n ∈ N. Then η = (η n ) n∈N is a sequence of independent RVs such that η n is uniform on [n + 1] for every n.
One has the following equality of σ-fields, as always modulo
Given any sequence U = (U i ) i∈N of iid uniform RVs, call (η n ) n∈N defined via η n := S −1 n+1 (n + 1) with S n := π(U 1 , . . . , U n ) the corresponding process of innovations. Given any sequence (η n ) n∈N of independent random variables such that η n is uniform on [n + 1], there exists an almost surely uniquely defined sequence U = (U i ) i∈N such that η is the corresponding process of innovations w.r.t. to U . Call L with iLj :⇔ U i < U j the corresponding random linear order w.r.t. to U . For every uniform linear order L on N there exists an almost surely defined sequence U such that L is the random linear order corresponding to U (U i = lim n −1 #{k ∈ [n] : kLi}). We will switch between the objects U, η, L whenever convenient. Let A N be the space of all sequences in A equipped with the product topology. The group S ∞ acts from the left on A N as a group of homeomorphisms via
The diagonal action from S ∞ on A N × L is given by
Denote by M(S ∞ ) the space of all S ∞ -invariant (also called exchangeable) probability measures on A N ×L. Since S ∞ is an amenable countable group acting on the compact space A N × L, general theory yields that M(S ∞ ) is a non-empty metrizable Choquet simplex (see [Gl] , Chapter 4). In fact:
Lemma 2.3. M(S ∞ ) is affinely homeomorphic to M (the space of all laws of GEWPs over A).
Proof. Remember that M is a subset of the space of all Borel probability measures on P A ⊂ n∈N A × [n + 1], where a sequence (w n , a n ) n∈N is in P A iff w n equals w n+1 with the a n -th letter erased. We will specify a homeomorphism
and show that M = {µ h : µ ∈ M(S ∞ )}.
If this is achieved, then M(S
Let l ∈ L. For every n there is a unique permutation π n ∈ S n such that (y πn(1) , . . . , y πn(n) ) and a n := π −1 n+1 (n + 1). It is straightforward to check that every h(y, l) is an element of P A . The inverse mapping h −1 is given by the following construction: Given (w n , a n ) n∈N ∈ P A define a sequence of permutations (π n ) n∈N with π n ∈ S n inductively. Write π n in one-line notation (π n (1), . . . , π n (n)) and insert the value 'n + 1' into the a n -th position. Now define i l j :⇔ π −1 n (i) < π −1 n (j) for n := max(i, j). Because (w n , a n ) n∈N ∈ P A , one has w n,π −1 ((y i ) i∈N , l) is the inverse h −1 ((w n , a n ) n∈N ). The continuity of h is obvious. Now we need to check that M = {µ h : µ ∈ M(S ∞ )}. Let ((Y i ) i∈N , L) be a random object with values in A N × L and with jointly exchangeable law. Define (W n , η n ) n∈N := h((Y i ) i∈N , L). We need to show that this is a GEWP. Only the independence of η n−1 and F n = σ(W m , η m : m ≥ n) for every n ≥ 2 needs some explanation. Let S n be the random permutation with i L j ⇔ S −1 Sn(n) ). We first show that W n and S n are independent. Using joint exchangeability one gets ((
. . , w n ) ∈ A n and π ∈ S n this yields P(W n = w, S n = π) = P(W n = w, S n = id n ) with id n the identity on [n]. Summing over π ∈ S n and using S n ∼ unif(S n ) yields the independence of W n and S n . Now let n, k ≥ 1. n+k+1 on the set {n + 1, . . . , n + k + 1}. This restriction is clearly independent of S n . This shows {µ h : h ∈ M(S ∞ )} ⊆ M. Now let (W n , η n ) n∈N be a GEWP and ((Y i ) i∈N , L) := h −1 ((W n , η n ) n∈N ) . One needs to show the joint exchangeability. Again let S n be as above, so
n (n) ) for every n. Since (W n , η n ) is a GEWP, S n and W n are independent. Let σ ∈ S n , π ∈ S n , w ∈ A n . One gets
proving the joint exchangeability.
As already defined in the introduction, let C(A) be the set of all probability measures ρ on A × [0, 1] with second marginal the uniform distribution. C(A) is equipped with the topology of weak convergence.
Lemma 2.4. ex(M(S ∞ )) is homeomorphic to C(A).
Proof. Given a jointly exchangeable ((Y i ) i∈N , L), let (U i ) i∈N be the process corresponding to L. The joint exchangeability implies the exchangeability of the process (Z i ) i∈N with
has the same law, which is some ρ ∈ C(A), and vice versa: If (Y i , U i ) is jointly exchangeable with U i uniform and L is the corresponding linear order w.r.t. to (U i ), then ((Y i ) i∈N , L) is jointly exchangeable. So M(S ∞ ) is nothing more than the collection of all laws of exchangeable processes (Y i , U i ) i∈N for which (U i ) i∈N is iid uniform on [0, 1]. De Finetti's Theorem implies that the extreme points of M(S ∞ ) are exactly the iid processes, so they are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of C(A). Since C(A) and ex(M(S ∞ )) are clearly compact, establishing continuity from C(A) → ex(M(S ∞ )) will prove the lemma. Let (Y i , U i ) i∈N be an iid stochastic process such that (Y 1 , U 1 ) has distribution ρ ∈ C(A), with respect to some underlying P ρ . Let S k = π(U 1 , . . . , U k ) and w ∈ A k , π ∈ S k . To establish continuity one needs to show: If ρ n converges weakly to ρ, then
. This follows from the continuous mapping theorem: 
Proof of Theorem 1.3
Let (W n , η n ) n∈N be an ergodic GEWP on the finite alphabet A = {a 1 , . . . , a m }. As already introduced, (η n ) n∈N is a process of local innovations for the backward filtration
However, (η n ) n∈N is not the only process of local innovations for F: Suppose every word w ∈ A n has a permutation π w ∈ S n attached to it. Then the process η * = (η * n ) n∈N with η * n := π W n+1 (η n ) is again a process of local innovations for F, see for example [Ce] , Lemma 2.1. Next we will introduce such a family of permutations, which results in η * generating F. This construction works simultaneously for every ergodic GEWP. Definition 3.1. For every word w = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) ∈ A n let n i count the numbers of a i in the word w, so n i = #{1 ≤ k ≤ n : w k = a i }, and let w * := a n 1 1 a n 2 2 . . . a nm m ∈ A n . The permutation π w ∈ S n is defined via the requirements i) (w π
w is increasing on each of the sets {1, . . . , n 1 }, {n 1 + 1, . . . , n 1 + n 2 }, . . . , {n 1 + · · · + n m−1 , . . . , n}. Figure 5 shows an example. Theorem 1.3 follows directly from the following, more informative, statement:
To prove Theorem 3.2 we will work with an analogue of π
−1
Wn as n → ∞. This is constructed from ρ which describes the terminal behavior of (W n , η n ) n∈N in the sense of Theorem 1.4. Definition 3.3. For ρ ∈ C(A) we introduce the following:
-the probability vector α = (α 1 , . . . , α m ) describing the first marginal distribution of ρ, so
-for j = 1, . . . , m define the measure ρ j := ρ({a j } × ·) and let F −1 j be the corresponding quantile function for ρ j , so
With this definition it is straightforward to check the following:
Lemma 3.4. With the notation as above, if V is uniform on
As shown in Theorem 1.4, every ergodic GEWP can be constructed from some iid sequence (Y 1 , U 1 ), (Y 2 , U 2 ), . . . with law ρ. We will express these in the form (
. . and prove Theorem 3.2 via this representation. The next lemma shows why this will work, the main result will then follow easily.
Lemma 3.5. Let ρ ∈ C(A) be fixed and
Then η * n = π W n+1 (η n ) for every n and W n is measurable with respect to σ(V 1:n , . . . , V n:n ).
Proof. First we will show that σ := (S * n ) −1 • S n is equal to π Wn . For this, we need to check that σ has the two properties defining π Wn . Let n i := #{k ∈ [n] : W n,k = a i } be the number of occurrences of the letter a i in the word W n . By definition of W n exactly n i of the 
For the second claim it is sufficient to prove that π Wn is σ(V 1:n , . . . , V n:n )-measurable, since W * n clearly is σ(V 1:n , . . . , V n:n )-measurable and one can recover any word w from w * and π w .
Let τ ∈ S n be arbitrary. If x 1 , . . . , x n are distinct real numbers, one has . . . , V τ (n) and denote by W τ n the word constructed based on these values. Since
So π Wn is measurable with respect to the exchangeable σ-field of V 1 , . . . , V n , which is σ(V 1:n , . . . , V n:n ).
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Most of the work has been done in Lemma 3.5. Let (V i ) i∈N be a sequence of iid uniform RVs. We can w.l.o.g. assume that the ergodic GEWP we are interested in, (W n , η n ) n∈N , is constructed from the sequence (
as in Theorem 1.4 and the previous lemma. Now define η * n := π W n+1 (η n ).
The previous lemma implies that η * is the corresponding process of innovations for V and so Lemma 2.2 yields
. . ) for every n. Lemma 3.5 yields σ(W n ) ⊆ σ(V 1:n , . . . , V n:n ) and thus
. . ) for every n. The opposite inclusion is obvious from the construction of η * , so F n = σ(η * m : m ≥ n) for every n. 
Limits of discrete structures: Martin boundaries
Now we will prove Theorem 1.5 by showing that, in a certain setting, every point of the Martin boundary associated to θ is extreme. As defined in the introduction let θ(w , w) be the probability to observe w if one selects a uniform substring of length |w | from |w|. Consider a Markov chain (W n ) n∈N with P(W n ∈ A n ) = 1 for every n and that has co-transition probabilities given by θ. Let M(θ) be the set of all the possible laws of such Markov chains. The space M(θ) is again a metrizable Choquet simplex (as a compact convex subset of the space of all probability measures on the path space A 1 ×A 2 ×A 3 ×· · · ). The following statement, already mentioned in the introduction, follows easily with the help of Kolmogorov existence theorem:
Recall that a sequence of words (w n ) n∈N over A is called θ-convergent iff |w n | tends to infinity and θ(w , w n ) converges for every word w . For such a θ-convergent sequence define θ(w , w ∞ ) := lim n→∞ θ(w , w n ). Again with Kolmogorov existence theorem, there exists a unique law µ ∈ M(θ) with
The collection of all these µ is (homeomorphic to) the Martin boundary w.r.t. θ, let us call this space ∂M(θ). From general theory (see for example [Ve] ) it follows that every point of ∂M(θ) is an extreme point of M(θ), so
and moreover that ∂M(θ) is a closed (hence compact) set. In many naturally occurring examples the extreme points coincide with this representation of the Martin boundary and this is also the case here. The proof of the following statement is in part inspired by the proof presented in [EGW] for the analogue statement in their situation (Corollary 5.21).
Lemma 4.2. ex(M(θ)) = ∂M(θ).
Proof. Let X = (X n ) n∈N be a Markov chain with Law(X) ∈ M(θ). It is clear that Law(X) ∈ ex(M(θ)) iff for every k ≥ 1, w ∈ A k the random sequence (θ(w , X n )) n≥k converges as n → ∞ almost surely towards the constant P(X k = w ). In this situation the latter is equivalent to Var(θ(w , X n )) → 0. So let Law(X) be an element of ∂M(θ). Define (1) (k : n) = {E ⊆ [n] : #E = k} the set of all subsets of [n] with exactly k elements.
is a bijection. So for w ∈ A n and E ∈ (k : n) let us overload the φ symbol via
and further
Let (U i ) i∈N be iid uniform independent of X and
n (E) is a random bijection. A random change in the order of a finite summation does not change the value of the sum, hence Proof. Domain and co-domain of f are clearly compact metrizable spaces, so it is enough to prove that f is bijective and continuous. Since both w → ρ w and w → θ(·, w) are injective the bijectivity of f follows from Lemma 4.2. For the continuity it is only left to prove that the weak convergence of ρ w n towards some ρ ∈ C(A) implies that θ(w , w n ) converges to θ(w , ρ) for every w ∈ A * . So fix w ∈ A k . Define the value of a function g : ( where ρ ⊗k = ρ ⊗ ρ ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ is the k-fold product probability measure of ρ on A k . Since ρ w n converges weakly to ρ by hypothesis, ρ ⊗k w n converges weakly to ρ ⊗k . Now ρ ⊗k is clearly concentrated on continuity points of g (where A k is equipped with discrete topology). Continuous mapping theorem yields that (ρ ⊗k w n ) g converges weakly to (ρ ⊗k ) g . Now θ(·, w n ) is the law of (ρ .
Since ρ ⊗k w n g −1 ({w }) → θ(w , ρ) as already explained, the statement follows from the obvious fact that ρ ⊗k w n (F k ) → 1. The remaining part of Theorem 1.5 is very elementary and technical and is therefore omitted.
Remark 4.5. To identify the Martin boundary of A * w.r.t. θ we identified the extreme points ex(M(θ)) and then proved that every point in the Martin boundary is extreme. To describe the extremes of M(θ) we used an affine homeomorphism to the simplex M using Kolmogorov existence theorem and described the extremes of M using exchangeability arguments. This method to describe a Martin boundary was used before in [EGW] , [EW] and [CE] .
Let (W n , η n ) n∈N be a (not necessarily ergodic) GEWP. Since for every w ∈ A k the process (θ(w , W n )) n≥k is clearly a backward martingale and thus converging almost surely, Theorem 1.5 yields the following Corollary 4.6. Let A = {a 1 , . . . , a m }. For every GEWP (W n , η n ) n∈N over A the sequence of random probability measures ρ Wn converges almost surely weakly towards some random element ρ ∞ with values in C(A). ρ ∞ is deterministic iff (W n , η n ) n∈N is ergodic and in this case equals the unique ρ that describes the law of (W n , η n ) n∈N as in Theorem 1.4. Furthermore the sequence of random compact sets Im(ρ Wn ) converges almost surely in Hausdorff distance towards the random compact set Im(ρ ∞ ).
Example. We again look at A = {a, b} and ρ = unif({a, b}) ⊗ unif[0, 1]. We simulate the process (W n , η n ) n∈N with parameter ρ as in Theorem 1.4. The first two rows in Figure 6 show Im(ρ Wn ) for n = 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 100, 1000 and Im(ρ) (n = ∞) for comparison. The law of (W n ) n∈N can easily be described in positive time direction: Start with W 1 as a uniform letter and from n → n + 1 given W n as a word of length n, choose one of the n + 1 slots between the letters uniformly and insert a uniform letter in that slot. Corollary 4.6 says that, not surprisingly, Im(ρ Wn ) will look like a straight line as n → ∞. 
